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FOREWORD 
Atmospheric parameters are essential to the research and develop- 
ment of missiles and aerospace vehicles. The need for realistic atmos- 
pheric models derived in a consistent manner for each of the several major 
test ranges was recognized in the early 1960's. An atmospheric model 
which is  derived from statistical data for a particular geographical location 
is referred to as a reference atmosphere. 
Following the first Range Reference Atmosphere (RRA) by the 
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) for Cape Kennedy, Florida, 
issued in 1963 and additional publications for several ranges up to 1974, 
improved upper-air data bases have become available from which to 
develop the RRA.  This is  the result 3f the extended period of records 
and improvement in the upper-air measuring program by rocketsondes for 
altitudes above the rawinsonde ceiling of 30 km altitude. Revised and 
improved R R A s  are j ustified because : 
1) Needs tor more definitive statistical atmospheric models have 
arisen due to changes and advances in aerospace technolow. The Space 
Transportation System (Space Shuttle) i s  one example. 
2) There is now an extended and improved upper- air data base 
for most ranges from which to develop a more definitive RRA. 
3) There are requirements for RRAs  for n e w  r anges  and r ange  
sites. 
4 )  There have been scientific advances in understanding the upper 
atmospheric structure and physical relationships. 
5) Advances in statistical modeling techniques have been made due 
to the general availability of high-speed electro~ic computers. This has 
led to the adoption of advanced concepts in atmospheric modeling. For 
these reasons the' Range Reference Atmosphere Committee (RRAC) was 
tasked by  the Range Commander's Council/hleteorology Group (RCC IMG) 
to establish new :and improved RRAs. The purpose, scope, and objectives 
, P 
of this task are? ' .  
Purpose: This bmmittee, Task MG-1, establishes R R A s  for the 
several ranges as p~ovided by the RCC. An liRA i s  a model of the 
Earth's atmosphere over a geographical location of interest for use by 
DOD and other U.S. Government range users. The R R A  is  used to 
provide planning data for evaluating envimnmental constraints for the 
particul tir' configurations of environment - sensitive systems and components 
being develofied or undergoing tests. 
Scope: Using the best available upper atmosphere data base to 
include rawinsonde, rocket sonde and possibly other high-altitude data 
sources for the range location, the tas!~ is to establish a niodel of certain 
statistics for wind and thermodynamic quantities derived in a uniform 
manner and pub!ished in a standardized format. 
Objectives: The wind statistics shall be, insofar as practical, modeled 
to be consistent with rigorous mathematical probability properties of the 
multivariate normal probability theory . The thermodynamic quantities sta- 
tistics shall be, insofar as  practical, modeled to be consistent with the 
hydrostatic equation, the equation of state,  and the probability principle-, 
which are related through these physical equations. The document shall 
serve as an authoritative source of information and as  an atmospheric model 
for a particular range. The first in the series of revised RRAs to be pub- 
lished is for Kwajalein Missile Range (KhlR) (publication date December 1982). 
The altitude range required for KMR i s  0 to 70 km. The order of priority 
for the  subsequent publications is: 
Range - Altitude Range Required 
1. AFFTC /Edwards AFB , CA 0 - 70 knla 
2 .  EdMC/Cape Canaveral AFS , FL 0 - 70 km 
3. WSMCIVandenberg, AFB, CA 0 - 70 krna 
4. WSMRJWhite Sands, NM 0 - 70 km 
5. PMTC /Point Mugu, CA 0 - 70 krn 
6. UTTR /Dugway CMichales AAF) , UT 0 - 30 km b 
7. AD /Eglin AFB , FL 0 - 30 km 
8. ESMC /Ascension Island 0 - 70 krn (Terminates at 66 krn 
because of insufficient data) 
9. NASA/Wallops Flight Center, VA 0 - 7 0  km 
10. Taquac (Guam) 0 - 30 km 
11. PMTCIBarking Sands, HI 0 - 70 krn 
In keeping with the RCC's  object~ve of standardization, the modeling 
techniques, basic text .  and tabulation fornlnt are to be the same for all 
RRAs. These new and revised RRAs present not only the mean values 
of the thermodynamic quantities (pressure,  ternperat ure , virtual tempera- 
ture.  and density) but also include a st:ltistical measure for the dispersion, 
i . e . ,  standard deviations and skewness coefficients. New quantities pre- 
sented are water vapor pressure and dewpoint temperature. The sta- 
tistical modeling for the wind is  entirely new. The new approach use:; 
the properties of the bivariate normal probability distribution function. 
a. Use rocketsonde data from Pi.iTC/Point Nugu for altitudes above 30 krn. 
b .  Consider augmenting data base from EZy or Salt Lake City. 
All final computations were performed by the United States Air Force 
Environmental Technical Applications Center (USAFET AC ) in response to 
a task from Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESAIC) . 
The text was prepared jointly between USAFETXC and the NASA1 
George C . Marshall Space Flight Center's Space Sciences Laboratory, 
Atmospheric Sciences Division. The editing and preparation of the manu- 
script master was performed by the NASAIRISFC orgo'i-iizntion. 
The co-chairmen express their gratitude to all RRAC members and 
their respective colleagues who have made significant technical contribu- 
tions to the establishment of these RRAs.  
Special thanks are tendered to Lt. B. Novogard for his diligence 
in performing the many computations and the development of the primary 
Tal~les,  I through IV. Special thanks goes to Lt. F. Wirsing for editing 
and formulating the equations for the derivable thermodynamic equations. 
These gentlemen performed this outstanding work under the direction of 
Major B. Lilius, USAFETAC. 
Grateful acknowledgment goes to Mrs. Annette Tingle, NASAIMSFC , 
for editing the manuscript. 
The RCC JMG Range Reference Atmosp?, r e  Committee consists of 
representatives from the U.S . Air Force, U.  S . Army, National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, U. S.  Navy, and National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration. The committee members for the RR A for the 
first publication are:  
G .  G.  Boire, WSMC 
0. H .  Daniel, ESMC 
R . de Violini , PMT C 
F. G.  Finger, NOAAINWS 
E .  E.  Fisher, F!Q AFSC 
B.  R .  Hixon, PMTC 
J .  M .  Hobbie, K M R  
E. J .  Keppel, AD 
S .  F. Kubinski, WSR'IR 
F. J .  Schmidlin, NASAJWFC 
0. E.  Smith 
Co- Chairman, NASA IMSFC 
Alaj. B.  W .  Galusha 
Co-Chairmap , USAFIETAC 
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CHAPTER I.  INTRODUCTION 
A. Definition and Purpose of the Range Reference Atmosphere 
A. 1 Definition 
A reference atmosphere i s  a statistical model of tke Earth's atmos- 
phere derived from upper-air measurements over a partlzular geographi- 
cal location. Hence, the atmospheric models developed by the Range 
Reierence Atmosphere Committee (RRAC) in response to a task by the 
Range Commander's Council~Meteorology Group (RCC IMG) and published 
by the Secretariat, Range Commander's Council (RCC) are called Range 
Reference Atmospheres (RRAs). This organization group, formerly called 
the Inter-Range Instrumentation Gmup/Meteorology Working Group (IRIGI 
MVJG), published a series of R R A s  during the period 1963 through 1974. 
A .  2 Purpose 
A series of revised and expanded RRAs are to be published for 
locations of interest to the RCC. These publications are  to serve as an 
authoritative reference source on certain upper air  statistics and as  atmos- 
pheric models for a particular range site (location). The technical useful- 
ness of these documents for the ranges, range users, U.S.  aerospace 
industries , and the scientific community is  recognized becuuse of the 
standardization of the development techniques and the preser tation of the 
tabulations. 
B. Scope of the Range Reference Atmosphere and Arrangement of Tables 
B . l  Scope 
14. The RRA contains thbulations for monthly and annual means, stan- 
dard deviations, skewness coefficients for wind speed, pressure tempera- 
t ure , density, water vapor pressure, virtual temperature , dew -point tem- 
perature, :nd the means and standard deviations for the zonal and 
meridional wind components and the linear (product moment) correlation 
coefficient between the wind components . These statistical parameters 
are tabulated at the statior, elevation and at 1 km intervals from sea level 
to 30 km and at 2  km intervals from 30 to 90 km altitude. The wind sta- 
tistics are given at approximately 10 m above the station elevcltions and 
at altitudes with respect to mean sea level thereafter. For those range 
sites without rocketsonde measurements, the R R A s  terminate at 30 km 
altitude or they are extended , if required, when rocketsonde data from 
a nearby launch site are aval1:,ble. There are four sets of table;. for 
each of the 12 monthly referert,? periods aud the annual reference period. 
f 
B. 2 Arrangement of Tables ', 
The statistical parameters for the RRA models are presented in 
four tables. 
Table I contains all the wind statistical parameters. This table 
gives the monthly and annual means and standard deviations of the zonal 
and meridional wind components and the linear (product moment) correla- 
tion coefficient between these two components; , the mean, standarc devia- 
tion and skewness coefficient of the wind speed; and the number of wind 
observations ( sample size). 
Table I1 contains the monthly and annual means, standard deviations, 
and skewness values of pressure, temperature, and density, and the num- 
ber of observations used for each of these thermodynamic quantities. 
Table 111 contains the monthly and annual means, standard deviations 
and skewness values of the water vapor pressure, virtual temperature and 
dew point, and the number of observations for each of these moisture- 
related quantities. The statistical parameters for water vapor pressure 
and dew point terminate at  15 km altitude. Above 15 km the statistical 
parameters for virtual temperature are  considered to be the same as  those 
for temperature. 
Table IV contains the monthly and annual mean atmospheric models 
for the thermodynamic variables : pressure, virtual temperature, and 
density. This table is  derived from the monthly and annual mean vctual  
temperature versus altitude (geometric) using the hydrostrltic equation and 
the equation of state. Also presented i s  the geopotential height corre- 
sponding to the tabulated geometric altitudes. mi 
The physical unit for all wind parsmbters i s  m Is. The physical 
unit for pressure is mb; for temperature and virtual temperature, K ;  
for density, gm lm" and for water vapor pressure, mb. In all cases :he 
skewness coefEcient and the correlation coefficient between wind compo- 
nents are unitless. All reference to altitude is geometric altitude anu has 
the unit km. All reference to height i s  geopotential height and has the 
unit geopot~ntial m or km. All geometric altitudes and geopotential heights 
are with respect to mean sea level. 
C . Data Quality Control Procedures 
A small proportion (less than 10 percent) of the soundings in the 
data base used to calcuIate the RRA tables contained erroneous data values. 
The soundings which contained these erroneous values were eliminated from 
the data base using th* following procedures: 
1 )  Soundings containing gaps in their height data g-%eater than 
200 rnb were rejected. This step was taken because some soundings only 
contained height values at their "mandat~ry" pressure levels, which were 
occasionally missing, resulting in soundings with no height information 
at all. 
2 )  An initial set of RRA statistics was computed using all the remain- 
ing soundings. This initial set of statistics was used to determine data 
limits for the temperature, pressure, U and V components of the wind, and 
the dew point (for the 0-30 km portion of the R R A )  or the density (for the 
30-90 km portion of the RRA). The lower (upper) data limits were set 
at the mean value for a specific paramet@-., minus (plus) six standard 
deviations of that quantity, One pair o* data limits was computed fm 
each of these parameters, month of the year and data level. 
3) This initial set of data limits was then used to screen the data 
base. All the soundings which contained vaiuas outside these data iimits 
were rejected. A new RRA was thon computed using the screened datg 
base. This second RRA was used to generate a second set of data limits. 
4) The second set of data limits was then used to screen the d'ata 
base further. A new RRA was again generated. The skewness values 
in this RRA were then evaluated according to empirical criteria specified 
in Section I1 ,A.  3 of this document for the winds and according to criteria 
in Section 1II.A. 3 for the thermodynamic quantities. If these criteria 
were satisfied, the new RR.4 was then used to generate a final set ~f data 
limits, which were used to quality control the data base for the final ver- 
sion of the RRA. 
5) Occasionally, the third RRA which was generated did not satisfy 
all of the skewness criteria. This indicated that some incorrect values 
were still present in the data base. To complete quality control, the dats 
limits-to- RRA -to-data-limits cycle was continued for additional iterations 
(usually one or two) until the resulting RRA satisfied the skewness zri- 
teria. At that point, a f i ~ s l  set of data limits was generated. 'This final 
set of 6 : ~ t a  limits was then used to quality control the data 3ase and 
generate the final RRA.  
D. Organization of the Chapters 
Because there are plans to publish a series of R R A s ,  comments on 
the special organization of the document are in order. The RRA document 
is  arranged in four chapters. Chapter I is the Introduction. Chapter 11, 
Wind Statistics and Models, contains the techniques used to arrive at the 
wind statistical parameters, Table I ,  and the probability functions which 
are to be used as wind models to derive several wind statistics. Chapter 
111, Statistics of The::aodynamic Quantities and Models, contains the tech- 
niques used to arrive at the thermodynamic and moisture-related statistical 
parameters given in Tables I1 and 111 and +he atmospheric thermodynamic 
model presented in Table IV. This chapter also conteins sets of equations 
to calculate several atmospheric properties. Chapter IV contains the 
general conclusions and recommendations. These four chapters are 
reprinted without change for each documented RRA to dssure cansistency 
and for vxpediescy in preparing the documentation. To account for vari- 
ations particular to a specific RRA, two appendixes have been included. 
Appendix A, Examples of Wind Statistics, is designed to give a few illus- 
trative examples of wind statistics for the specific RRA and cursory obser- 
vations, comparisons, or comments on wind statistics. Appendix B , 
Range Specific Information, is  designed to present specific information 
particular to the range, such as geographical !.ocation, data base, etc . , 
and any curso-:y observations or comments on the thermodynamic 
quantities. 
Read these appendixes! They are located as the last two units in 
the document oecause they may vary in length depending on the c' -1rcun;- 
stances. Appendixes A and B and the principal Tables I ,  11,  111, and IV 
are the only changes to be made to each RRA documen, published in this 
new RRA series. 
CHAPTER 11. WIND STATISTICS AND NODELS 
A .  General Considerations 
A.  1. Objectives 
An objective of the RRA is to furnish minimum tabulation for the 
wind statistics. To meet this objective, the bivariate normal probability 
distribution was adopted as  a statistical model for the wind treated as a 
vector quantity at  the RRA data levels. Only five statistical parameters 
are required to completely describe this probability function. In Cartesian 
coordinates these parameters are  the means and standard deviations of 
the two orthogonal components and the correlation coefficient between the 
two components. These five statistical parameters for the zonal and merid- 
ional (meteorological coordinates) components are given in Table I. The 
statistical properties of the bivariate normal probability distribution are  
used to derive many wind ststistics that are of interest to the ranges and 
range users. This procedure produces consistent wind statistics that are  
connected through rigorous m~thematical probability functions. By using 
these functions, extensive tabulations of wind stztistics are  avoided. 
The statistical properties of the bivariate normal probabi!ity distri- 
bution presented for the vector wind statistical model are: 
1) The wind components are uni~sr ia te  normally distributed. 
2) The conditional distribution of one component given a value of 
the other component is  univariate normally distributed. 
3) The wind speed i s  ol  the form of a generalized Rayleigh 
distribution. 
4)  The frequency distribution of wind direction can be derived. 
5) The conditional distribution of wind speed given o v:~lue of wind 
direction (wiild rose) can be derived. 
6) The five tabulated wind statistical parameter ; which are  with 
respect lo the lneteorological zonal and meridional coordinate system can 
be derived for any arbitrary rotation of the orthogonal axes. 
The probability distribution functions and sets of equations to derive 
wind statistics for the previously stated properties of the vector wind 
model are  presented. Illustrative examples s re  presented in Appendix A .  
N o  attempt is  made to give the derivation of the probability functions. 
The reader is referred to Smith (1976) for some derivations and several 
applications of the probability distribution properties for wind statistics. 
TABLE A. LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN CHAPTER I1 
N - The number of wind measurements in Table I 
r - A general variable for the bivariate normal probability distri- 
bution in polar coordinates 
R - A generalized Rayleip.)! variable used for derived wind speed 
probability distribution 
R ( U ,  V) - The linear (product moment) correlation coefficient 
between the zonal and meridional wind components in Table I 
SK (W) - Skewness parameter for wind speed in Table I 
S (U) - The standard deviation of the zonal wind component in 
Table 1 
S ( V )  - The standard deviation of the meridional wind component 
ir. Table I 
S ( W )  - The standard deviation of wind speed in Table I 
t - A standardized normal variate used in text Table A 
U - The zonal wind component 
CBAR - The mean value of the zonal wind component in Table I 
V - The meridi~nal wind component 
VBAR - The mean valm of the meridional wind component in 
Table I 
W - Wind speed or modulus of wind vector, a scalar quantity 
WBXR - The mean value of wind speed in Table I 
X - A general component variable or coordinate axes 
Y - A general component variable or coordinate axes 
- 
X - A general component mean value in the [x.y] coordinate systen; 
- 
Y - A general component mean value in the [x,y] coordinate system 
u (alpha) - f! ~~1'Lion a gle for the [x,y] coordinate system 
TABLE A. (Concluded) 
(theta) - Wind direction in the polar coordinate system 
(Lambda) - A parrrneter in the bivariate normal probability 
distribution in text Table B 
5 (Xi) - The mean value in the standardized normal probability 
distribution used in text Table A 
n (Pi) - Constant = 3.14159 . . . 
p (Rho) - The general linear correlation coefficient between the 
two component variables in the [x,y] coordinate system 
"x ' "y - The general standard deviations of the x and y compo- 
nent variables in the [ x  ,yJ coordinate system. 
A.  2. Data Quality Control 
The U and V components of the wind were used to generate data 
limits which were set at plus and minus s is  standard deviations from the 
mean for each of the quantities. These data limits were used to screen 
the wind data base, a s  described in Section I.C. The data bast was con- 
sidered to be free fmm errors if: 
1) The skewness of the wind speed was below 4.0 at data levels 
where the mean wind speed was less than 15 m/s, and 
2) The skewness of the wind speed was below 2.5 at data levels 
where the mean wind speed was greater than 15 mls. 
A .  3. Limitations 
For the wind statistics, the correlation coefficients for like wind 
components and unlike wind components between altitude levels were not 
computed. Therefore, wind statistics with respect to altitude (profile) 
cannot be derived from the RRA statistics. For wind profile modeling 
techniques the user i s  referred to Smith ( 1976). However, the wind 
statistics at discrete altitudes are valid; all of the probability distribution 
functions given in Chapter I1 can be derived from the five ivind component 
statistical parameters contained in Table I ,  and the derived distributions 
can be considered as  wind models at discrete altitudes 
By convention, in the statistical literature Greek letters are used 
for population or theoretically known parameters, and sample estimates 
are denoted by English alphabetical letters or with a "hatr ( ,) over the 
Greek letters. In Chapter I1 Greek letters are used for the variances 
and the linear correlation coefficient, and the means are denoted by X 
and P when dealing with the bivariate normal distribution. It will always 
be understood that Table I contains sample estimates of the statistical 
parameters end they are with respect to the meteorological zonal (u) and 
meridional (V) coordinate system. 
B . C00~dinate System and Computation of Statistical Parameters 
B .l. Coordinate System 
Wind measurements are recorded in terms cf magnitude and direction. 
The wind direction is measured in degrees clc~.kwise froln true north and 
is the direction from which the wind is blowing. The wind magnitude 
(the modulus of the vector) is the scalar quantity and is referred to as 
wind speed or scalar wind. A statistical description that accounts for the 
wind as a vectcr. quantity i s  appropriate and requires a coordinate system. 
FP the RRA the standard meteorological coordinate system has been 
chosen -or the wind statistics, all tables of statistical parameters, and 
related discussions because the coordinate system used in aerospace and 
related kpplied fields has not always been consistent. 
(Jsing Figure 1, the polar and Cartesian forms for the meteorological 
coordinate system are defined : 
\V = wind speed, scalar wind, or magnitude of the wind vector in 
*'is. 
; = wind direction. 0 is measured in degrees clockwise from true 
north and is the direction f m  which the wind is blowing. 
U = zonal wind component, positive west to east in m/s. 
V = meridional wind component, positive south to north in mis. 
The co.,lponents 3 and W define the polar form, and the U-V components 
clefit-? the Cartesian fcrrns: 
NORTH 
I U (ZONAL) 
-
,- -2 EAST 
Figure 1. The meteorobgical coordinate system. 
It i s  helpful to note the difference between the mathematical conven- 
tion for a vector direction and the meteorological convention for wind 
direction, viz . : 
9 met = 270 - 0 math 
when 0 - < 1:. - < 270 degrees 
8 met = 360 + (270 - 0 math) 
when 270 - < €! - < 360 degrees. 
B .2.  Computation of Statistical Parameters 
The wind statistical parameters in Table I for the means and standard 
deviations of the zonal anc; nleridional wind components and wind speed 
and the skewness parameter of wind speed were computed using the sums 
technique presented in Chapter 111. C - 3 .  In addition , the linear (product 
moment) correlation coefficient between the zonal and meridional wind com- 
ponctlcs, r ( u , v )  in Table I ,  was computed. This correlation coefficient 
is  defined a s  
These statistical parameters are with respect to the Standard Meteorological 
Coordinate System. 
C . Statistical Wind Models 
C . I .  Wind Component Statistics 
The univeriate normal (Gaussian) probability distribution function 
is used to obtain wind component statistics. In generalized notations, 
this probability density function (pdf) is 
t2 
- T 
f ( t )  = e 
A?; 
where t = X - <lux is the standardized variate with 5 defining the clean 
and ux the standard deviation. The probability distribution function 
(PDF; is 
Because this integral cannot be obtained in closed form, it is widely 
tabulated for zero mean and unit standard deviation. For a convenient 
reference for the HRA , selected values of F(t) are given in Table B. To 
emphasize the connotation of probability, F(t) is shown in Table B as 
P { X I .  The t values in Table B are used as  multiplier factors to the 
standard deviation to express the probability that a normally distributed 
variable, X ,  is less than or equal to a given value as 
P { X  2 mean + t o = probability, p . 
X I  
TABLE B .  VALUES OF t FOR STANDARDIZED NORMAL 
(UNIVARIATE) DISTRIBUTION FOR PE3CENTILES 
AND INTERPERCENTILE RANGES 
For example, when t = 1.6449, the probability that X is less than or 
equal to the mean plus 1.6449 standard deviations is 0.95. That value 
of X which is less than or equal to the n~ean plus 1.6449 standard devia- 
tions is called the 95th percentile value of X.  AZs,o given in Table 2 
are the numerical values to express the probability that X falls in the 
interval X1 and X2; i.e. , 
X 1  5 X 5 X2 = Interpercentile Range (8) 
where X I = %  - 
Ox 
For t = 1.9602 the probability that X lies in the interval X1 and X2 is 
0.95. The values of X1 and X2 in this example comprise the 95th inter- 
percentile range. 
For a normally distributed variable, the mode (most frequent value) 
and the median (50th percentile value) are the same as the mean value. 
The means and standard deviations of the zonal and meridional wind 
components from Table I are used in equations (7) and (8) to compute 
the percentile values and interpercentile ranges of the zonal and merid-. 
ional wind components. When equation (7) is illustrated on a normal 
probability graph, a straight line is formed. 
C .2.  The Vector Wind Model 
Because wind is a vector quantity having direction and magnitude 
which can be expressed as two components in an orthogonal coordinate 
system, a probability model which describes the joint relationship is the 
bivariate normal probability distribution. In general component notation, 
the bivariate normal probability density function (BNpdf) i s  
where the five parameters are i,?, the component means, ';,uy, the 
component standard deviations, and L , the correlation coefficient between 
the two component variables, X and Y .  
For many applications the interest is in determining the probability 
that a point { x , Y }  will fall within a contor gf equal probability densit . 
give a family of ellipses depending on the value of the constant. The 
I The exponential terms of equation (91, when set equal to a constant, A , 
ellipses have a common center at the point {x,?} . Integration of equa- 
tion (9) over the region bounded by the contours of equal probability 
density gives 
. . 
2(1 - p') 
P(X) = 1 - e 
2 Solving for h and replacing P( A )  by p gives 
Now define 
For ready reference and comparisons, Ae is shown in Table C for selected 
vglues of p. 
The probability ellipse that contains p-percent of the wind vectors 
expressed in the most general form is the conic defined by 
where 
TABLE C .  VALUES OF X FOR BIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
ELLIPSES AND CIRCLES 
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For graphical presentations the range of the variable is important 
in order to arrange the scale. The largest and smallest values of X and 
Y for a given probability ellipse, p ,  are given by 
where, as before, 1 = f i  /-in (1 - p) . 
e 
Although there are several approaches to graphing the probability 
ellipses, the following proced *re is  advantageous for electronic computer 
plotting. In - establishing - the computer plotting program, the sample 
estimates for X ,Y , ax, a and p are constants in equation (13). The user 
Y' 
makes the choice of probability ellipses desired. Thus, p in equation ( 1 2 )  
is programmed as a parameter. The largest and smallest values for X 
and Y are computed by equations (14 )  and (15) for the largest probability 
ellipse selected. This sets the graphical scale. Values of X within the 
range of X smallest to X largest are obtained by incrementing X between 
these limits. Using the quadratic equation, a solution of equation (13) is 
made for Y for each value of X and plotted. The centroid (X , P )  for the 
family of ,)robability ellipses is plotted as  a point. Labeling and other 
identification completes the plotting program. 
For a given probability, equation ( 13) defines an ell.ip:se which con- 
tains p-percent of the points X,Y. Since the entire area un?er the 
bivariate normal density function [equation ( 9) 1 is unity, upon intepation 
for a given probability ellipse, that given ellipse contains F-percent of 
the total area. In the wind statistics p-percent of the wind -Tr.-.4.0rs rall 
within the specified probability ellipse. From this point of . . a speci- 
fied probability ellipse gives the joint probability that p-pel . af the 
U-V components lie within the given ellipse. 
2 When ox2 = o = 0 and p = 0 in the hivariate normal distribution, 
Y 
the probability ellipses of equation (13) reduce to circles whose centers 
are at the means R,P.  The radii of the probability circles are 4rlAc, 
where 
and 
Values for hc for selected probabilities, p ,  are given in Table 3. 
Because this function is simple, it can be easily graphed manually. 
However, the generalized plotting technique for electronic computer plot- 
ters as  represented by equation (13) can be advantage~usly used. - 
C.  3. Derived Distributions for Wind Statistics 
In this subsection the probability distribution functions and sets 
of equations are presented to derive certain probability distribution func- 
tions for wind statistics. These derived probability distributions are: 
1) The conditional distribution of wind components 
2 )  The generalized Rayleigh distribution for wind speed 
3) The distribution for wind direction 
4 )  The cor~ditional distribution of wind speed given a wind direc- 
tion (wind rose). 
The required five statistical parameters for these derived distributions 
for wind statistics are given in Table I .  
C . 3 . 1 .  The Conditional Distribu!ion of Wind Components 
Given that two random variables X and Y are bivarikte normally 
distributed, the condjtional distribution f(Y Ix) is read as f(Y) given X , 
and dkewise f(X I Y )  is read as  f(X) given Y .  The conditional probability 
distribution function F(Y /X) has the mean E ( Y  I X )  and variance ~ ~ ( ~ 1 ~ ) .  
where 
and 
The conditional standard deviation is 
By  interchanging the variables and parameters, the conditional 
distribution function for F(X (Y*) has the conditional mean 
conditional variance 
and conditional standard deviation 
The preceding conditional probability distribution functions are univariate 
normal distributions for a (fixed) given value for one of the bivariate 
normal-variables. Thus the t-values given in Table 2 are applicable for 
conditional probabilities statements. For example, 
?or t = 1.6449 there is a 95 percent chance that Y is  less than or  equal 
to + 1.6449 a ( Y  lx*) given that X = X*. In symbols this statement 
reads 
Ix = x * )  
Interval probabihty statements can also be made; namely, 
where X* can take on any fixed value of X, but a co~venient arrangement 
is to let X* = + to 
x ' 
The close connection of the regression function of Y on X tc the 
conditional mecn for the bivariate ~ o r m a l  distribution is  noted ; namely, 
Similarly, the regression function of X on Y is  
These are linear functions and express the same results as would be 
obtained from a least-squares regression line. 
C . 3 . 2 .  The Generalized Rayleigh Distribution for Wind Speed 
If two random kariables, X and Y, are bivariate normally distributed, 
then the probability distribution for the modulus, R ,  can be derived in 
terms of the five parsmeters which defirte the bivariate normal distribution. 
The distribution of R s:, derived is called a generalized Aayleigh distri- 
bution because there arc no restrictions on the parameters. For applica- 
tions to the RRA,  the variable R is recognized as wind speed or the 
modulus of the wind vector. 
The probability density function for R is expressed as  
The functions, Io( *)  , Ik( -) , and 12k( *)  are the modified Bessel function 
of the first kind for zero order, kth order, and 2kth order. The 
coefficients are: 
where o and :b 
a 
are the rotated variances to produce zero correlation 
betweell X and Y . J~ and % are the positive and negative mots' of the 
exprzssio~ 
1. See footno:e on next page. 
and 
Since this density function cannot be integrated in closed form from zero 
to R, numerical integration is used to ob?.& practical wsults for the 
probability distribution function ; i. e. , 
A number of special cases can be obtained from the general Rayleigh 
distribution [equat io~ (29 ) ) .  the most simple of which is to let o z a = i; 
X Y 
and % = = 0 with independent variables X and Y .  This gives 
1. This computaconal form is obtained fmm the determinant 
where K is a 2 and oa and ub are analogous to the standard ( + . - I '  
deviation of the major and minor axes of the bivariste normal 
p m b ~  bility ellipse. 
which is remgnized as the classical Rayleigh probability density function. 
The density function, equation (31), can be integrated in closed form 
over any range of the variable R. Hence, the probability distribution 
function, F(R) , for equation (31) is 
C. 3.3. The Derived Distribution of Wind Direction 
Considering the wind as  a vector quantity and bivariate normally 
distributed, the wind direction can be derived. This is  done by first 
writing the bivariate normal probability denslty function in polar coor- 
dinates whose variables are 
1 
-- (a2r2 - 2br + c2) 
g(r -3)  = rdle , (see fmtnote 2) (33) 
where 
2. This expression, equation (33), in Smith (1976) is given with respect 
to the mathematical convention for a vector direction. 
and r = 7 x + y is the modulus of the vector or speed and 8 is the 
direction of the vector. After integrating g(r ,B) over r = 0 to , the 
probability density function of d is 
where a2,  b ,  c2,  and dl  are as  previously defined in equation (33) and 
X 1 2  
- - t  d t  4 ( - ~t (XI = - J e 2  
f i  -00 
is taken from tables of normal distribution functions or  made available 
thro..:gh a coniputer subroutine. 
If desired, equation (34) can be integrated numerically over a 
chosen range of 0 to obtain the probability that the vector direction will 
lie within the chosen range; i. e. , 
One application may be to obtain the probability that the wind will flow 
from a given quadrant or sector as ,  for example, onshore. 
C.  3 . 4 .  The Derived Conditional Distribution of Wind Speed Given the 
Wind Direction (Wind Rose) 
Continuing with the considerations in Section C. 3 . 3 .  of this chajjter , 
the conditional probability density function (pdf) for wind speed, r ,  given 
a specified value for the wind direction, 0 ,  can be expressed as 
where the coefficients, a - and b - and the function $ ( g)  are as previously 
defined in equation (33) and in equation (34). 
From equation (36) the mode (most frequent value) of the conditional 
wind speed given a specified value of the wind direction is the positive 
solution of the quadratic equation , 
which is 
The locus of the conditional modal values of wind speed when plctted in 
polar form versus the given wind directions forms an ellipse. 
The noncentral moment for equation ( 36) is expressed as  
Now the first noncentral moment is identical to the first central moment 
or the expected value, E (r 10). The integration ~f equation (39) for the 
first moment is sufficiently simple to yield practical computstions and 
can be expressed as 
i-ience, equation (40) gives the conditional mean value of the wind speed 
given a specified value for tho ,vind direction. 
The integration of equation (36) for the limits r = 0 to r = r* gives 
the probability that the conditional wind speed is  < r*  given a value for 
the w i ~ d  direction, 9. This conditional ~robabilitf distribution (PDF) can 
be written as 
By aefinition equation (41)  is an expression for a "wind rose". Empirical 
wind rose statistics are often tabulated o r  graphically illustrated giving 
the frequency that the wind speed is  not exceeded for those wind speed 
values which lie within assigned class ir.te~;~als of the wind direction. 
Aiter evaluation of equation (41) for various values of wind speed, r*, 
and the given wind directions, 0. interpolations can be performed to 
obtain various percentile values of the conditional wind speed. 
For the special case when b in equation (33) (i.e. , for x 2 y = 0) , 
the conditional modal values of wind speeds [equation (38)], the condi- 
tional mean values of wind speeds [equation (40)],  and the fixed condi- 
tional percentile values of wind speeds [interpolated from evaluations of 
equation ( 4 l ) l  ,when plotted in polar form versus the given wind directions 
produce n family of ellipses. 
For the special case when x = = 0, equation ( 36) reduces to the 
following simple case : 
There is  a special significance of equatiorl ( 4 2 )  whe.1 related to the bivar- 
iate normal probaoility distribution. I f  r* and 0 are measured from the 
centroid of the probability ellipse, then the probability that r < r* is the 
same as the given probability ellipse. Further,  solving equation ( 4 2 )  for 
r*,  gives 
If a probability ellipse P is chosen, equation (42) gives the distance of 
r along any 9 from the centroid of the ellipse to the intercept of the 
specified probability ellipse. If there is an interest in conditional proba- 
bility of winds for a given 9 relative to the monthly means, equation (43)  
is applicable. If i t  is desired to find the magnitude of the wind along 
any 8 relative to the monthly mean to the intercept of a given proba'oility 
ellipse, equation (43)  is applicable. 
D .  Statistical Parameters With Respect To Any Orthogonal Axes 
The five wind statistical parameters presented in Table I are given 
with respect to the standard meteoroiogical coordinate system ; i .e. . 
these parameters are for the zonal and meridional components. For many 
aerospace vehicles and range applications there is a need for wind sta- 
tistics with respect to or,hogonal axes other than west to east and south to 
north. For example, it may be required to present wind statistics with 
respect to a flight azimuth of an aerospace vehicle whose flight azimuth 
is a  degrees from true north measured in a clockwise direction. The 
following sets of equations are presented to compute the five paranleters 
for the new coordinate axes rotated u degrees clockwise from true north. 
a. Rotation of the means through a degrees: 
b. Rotation of the variances through a degrees: 
+ 2po,oy cos (90 - a) sin (90 - a) 
- 2pu a cos ( 9 0 -  a)  sin ( 9 0 -  a) . 
x Y 
c.  Rotation of the linear correlation coefficient through a degrees: 
where mv (X ,Y la is the rotated covariance. 
3 
cov ( X , Y I a  = cov ( X . Y )  [ms1 (90 - a) - sin' (90 - a)]  
9 
+ ms (90 - a) sin (30 - a) (oy2 - o '9 
X 
and 
By using these rotational equations, the bivariate normal distribution with 
respect to any desired rotated coordinates can be obtained from sample 
estimates that have been  compute^ with respect to a specific axis. The 
marginal distributions after rotation are also normally (univariate) distri- 
buted. By using the rotational equations, computational efforts are 
greatly reduced for applications requiring sttltistics with respect to several 
coordinate axes. 
Appendix A presents some illustrative examples for the wind stafis- 
tics of the specific RRA. 
CHAPTER 111. STATISTICS OF THERMODYNAMICS QUANTITIES 
AND MODELS 
A .  General Considerations 
A .  1.  0 bjectives 
The objectives inherent in developing the thermodynamic section of 
the RRA were to describe the thermodynamic characteristics of the atmos- 
phere using a minimum of data tabulations. A set of parameters was 
selected which, together, thermodynamically describe the climatological 
state of the atmosphere. These parameters are the pressure, temperature, 
density, dew point, virtual temperature, and water vapor pressure. 
Used together, these parameters permit the calculation of a large number 
of derived quantities. Some of these quantities, such as the speed of 
sound, are dealt with in Section 111 .E. 
The probability distribution of each of the six thermodynamic RRA 
parameters i s  described by i ts  mean value, i ts  standard deviation, and 
i ts  skewness. Several of these parameters (temperature, pressure, dew 
point and density! have probability distributions which are close to a 
univar'ate normal distribution; the others do not. The skewness parameter 
gives an estimate of the asymmetrical departures of a probability 
distribution. 
Hydrostatically modeled mean values of pressure and density were 
calculated (Table IV), so that users may determine the departure of the 
actual climatological values of these parameters from hydrostatic conditions. 
This was done by hydrostatically integrating the pressure from the lowest 
RRA data level to the termination altitude of the particular RRA. 
TABLE D .  LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN CHAPTER 111 
Cs  - S ~ e e d  of sound 
Cd - Collision diameter 
E - Vapor pressure 
g:'.p 
-. Gravity at latitude '4 
H - Geopotenti:il heignt 
Hr,, 
- Geopotential height at n rnnndittory radiosonde data level 
Hs 
- Geopotential height at a significant radiosonde data level 
TABLE D. (Continued) 
a J 
Kt - Coefficient of thermal conductivity 
L - Mean free path length 
M - Mean molecular weight of air at sea level 
M3q - Annual third moment of quantity Q 
M3q - Monthly third moment of quantity Q 
n - Refractive modulus 
N - Refractive index 
NA - Avogadro's constant 
Nq - Number of values of quantity Q 
P - Pressure 
Pm - Pressure at a mandatory radiosonde data level 
Ps - Pressure at a significant radiosonde data level 
Ph - Hydrostatically integrated mean monthly or annual pressure 
Q - Any tabulated RRA quantity 
R *  - Universal gas constant 
R ' - Specific gas constant of dry  air 
r', r *  - Parameters used in converting z to h and vice versa 
S - Sutherland's constant, used in the calculation of dynamic 
viscosity 
T - Temperature 
Td - Dew point 
T v  - Virt ?la1 temperature 
vm 
- Virtual temperature at a mandatory radiosonde data level 
vs 
- Virtual temperature at a significant radiosor.de data level 
V - Mean air particle speed 
_I * 
T A B U  D .  (Concluded) 
vc 
- Rlean collision frequency 
w - Parameter used in the hydrostatic interpolation of pressure 
and density 
Z - Geometric altitude 
- Wavelength 
Q~ 
- Skewness of quantity Q 
9 - Constant used in  the equation for viscosity 
Y - Ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat at 
constant volume 
rl - Kinematic coefficient of viscosity 
U - Dy~amic coeffi-ient of viscosity 
P - Density 
ph - Mean monthly o r  annual density derived from Ph 
r? - Standard deviation of the quantity Q 
A .  2. Data Quality Control 
Data limits derived from the following parameters were used to 
screen the thermodynamic portion of the RRA data base: temperature, 
pressure, dew point (for the 0-30 km portion only), and density (for the 
30-70 km portion only). These limits were set to plus and minus six 
standard deviatioris from the mean values of each of these quantities. 
These limits were used to screen the thermodynamic portion of the R R A  
data base, according to the procedures described in Section I.C. The 
data base used to generate the thermodynamic portion of the R R A  (Tables 
I ,  11, and IV) was considered to be free from errors if: 
a) The skewness values of the pressure and temperature were 
between - 2 .5  and 2.5 at all data levels. 
b) The skewness values of the density were between -3.5 and 3.5  
at data levels between 0 and 30 km. 
C )  The skewness values of the density were between - 3 . 0  and 3 . 0  
at data levels between 30 and 70 km. 
d)  The skewness values cf the dew point were between - 2 .5  and 
2.5 ~t all data levels with more than 10 data values. 
A. 3. Limitation of Thermodynamic Statistics 
The correlation coefficients between the thermodynamic quentities 
and the n ~isture-related quantities were not calculated at discrete altitudes 
nor were any of the correlations between altitudes. Therefore, valid sta- 
tistical dispersion models that require the relationship between two or more 
of these quantities at the same altitude or between altitudes cannot be 
derived. Approximations for the correlation coefficients between pressure, 
virtual temperature, and density at discwte dtitudes may be obtained from 
the coefficients of variation as developed by BueU ( 1970) . The coefficient 
of variation is the standard deviation divided by the mean. "'he mean 
values and the standard deviations are taken from Table 11. A model 
for the profile of monthly and annual mean pressure, virtual temperature, 
and density that is in excellent agreement with the respective statistical 
mean values is given by Table IV. This agreement results because the 
physical relationships, given by the hydrostatic equation and the equation 
of state, were used to derive Table IV. When only the monthly or annual 
mean values for pressure, virtual temperature, and density are required, 
it is recommended that Table IV be used. 
B .  Establishing Data Samples at the  Required Altitude Levels 
This section describes the computational procedures used to establish 
data samples of the thermodynamic RRA parameters at the RRA data levels. 
References are cited only when an equation given is one of many available 
in the literature or  when an equation is stated in an unusual form. 
B .  1. Conversion of Data Recorded in Geopotential Heights to Gwmetric 
Altitude 
The upper air rocketsonde observations used to obtain the table 
values above 30 km were recorded in terms of geometric altitude and can 
be interpalated directly to the altitude intervals shown in the tables. 
i-lowever, the radiosonde observations used to obtain the tabular values 
below 30 km were recorded in terms of geopotential heights. The change 
of coordinates from geopotential height to gecmetric altitude (h  to z )  is 
accomplished by calculating a table of geopotential heights which correspond 
exactly to the geometric altitudes at which the atmospheric parameters are 
tabulated. The radiosonde observations are then interpolated to these geo- 
potential heights. The relationship used to calculate geometric altitude 
from geopotential height is 
where 
and 
g is  the sea level gravity at the latitude $ corresponding to the proper @ 
location. T k s  value is given by (List, 1968) 
- ' gm is the rate of change of gravity at the sea level. This quantity is  
a zo 
given by the equation 
9 = -3.085462 x + 2.27 x lo-' cos (20) - 2 x 10-l2 cos (40) . 
a zo (51) 
The units used for gravity are m./s2, while the units for - - 2 ag$ a r e s  , 
a =o 
The resulting table of values of H obtained by using even increments 
of 2 in equation (49) is  shown i n  Table IV of the RRA. The values of 
H above 30 km are not used in the interpol3tion of original data but are 
included for the convenience of the user. 
R .  2. Calculations on the Original Rawinsonde Data Records 
It was necessary to interpolate the information from the original 
rawinsonde data records to the geometric altitudes specified as the R R A  
data levels. The parameters for which this Mei-polation was required 
were the temperature, dew point, and pressure. The ;ther parameters 
were calculated from the interpolated values at each RRA data level. 
These "derived" parameters were the water vapor pressure, density, and 
virtual   em per at ure. 
B .2.1. Calculation of the Geopotential Height at Significant Levels 
Two somewhat different interpolation procedures were used to obtain 
data at the levels shown in the tables from radiosonde and rocketsonde 
observations. The procedure used to interpolate radiosonde observations 
begins with the calculatior. of virtual temperature at each data level in a 
sounding. The virtual temperature was computed by 
where T and T are in degrees K and e and p are in millibars. 
v 
The radiosonde soundings contain a mix of data taken at "mandatorytt 
and "significant" levels. Pressure, temperature, and dew point informa- 
tion was given in these soundings at both types of levels. However, geo- 
potential height information was only given at the mandatory leveb. The 
heights at the significant levels were "ffled in" (calcrllated) hydrostatically 
using pressure and temperature data from these levels. This procedure 
permitted t k  use of most of ine significant level data in the calculation 
of the RRA tables. The equation used for this process was 
where the subscripts s and m denote quantities at significant and manda- 
tory levels. This equation was not used i f  the difference between two 
adjacent mandatory levels was greater than 200 mb. All soundings with 
such data gaps were rejected for use in compiling the RRA. 
B . 2 .2 .  Temperature 
Radiosonde temperatures were interpolated logarithmically with 
respect to pressure using the equation 
where the subscripts U and L indicate values at the nearest data levels 
in the actual sounding above and below the interpolated level. 
B . 2 . 3 .  Pressure 
The pressure values in each radiosonde sounding were interpolated to 
the RRA data levels using the equation 
p = pL exp H~ - H~ 29.2712617 (0.5) (T + T ) 
v~ v~ 
where the subscript L indicates virtual temperature, geopotential , and 
pressure values at the data level below and closest to the level at  which 
data were required. 
B .2.4. Dew-Point Temperature 
Dew-point values were interpolated logarithmically with respect to 
pressure using the equation 
The subscripts U and L indicate data at the nearest upper and lower 
data levels in a sounding. 
B .2.5. Derived Water Vapor Pressure 
The water vapor pressure is calculated from the interpolated dew- 
point values at the RRA data levels using Teten's approximation: 
B .2.6 Derived Density 
The density values derived from radiosonde observations were 
calculated at the RRA data levels using the equation 
B -2 .7  Derived Virtual Temperature 
The virtual temperature values are calculated at the RRA data 
levels for each soundi~g  using the equation 
where Tv and T are in degrees K and p and e are the pressure and 
vapor pressure, respectively, in millibars. 
B.3 .  Calculations on the Original Rocketsonde Data Records 
The rocketsonde data records used to calculate the RRA table valiles 
above 30 km were given in terms of geometric altitude. For this reason, 
slightly different calculations were required to convert the recorded data 
values to values at the RRA data levels. The pressure, temperature, and 
density were all interpolated to the RRA data levels; moisture-related 
parameters (virtual temperature, water gapor pressure, and dew p i n t )  
were not calculated, since atmospheric moisture at altitudes above 30 km 
was considered to be negligible. 
No interpolation was done across gaps in the pressure or temperature 
data within a sounding larger than 7000 m . Data values at the RRA levels 
within such a gap were set to missing. 
Rocketsonde temperatures were interpolated linearly with respect 
to geometric altitude using the equqtion 
where the subscripts U cnd L indicate values at the nearest data level 
in the actual sounding above and below the interpolated level. 
B -3.2. Pressure 
The pressure values in each rocketsonde sounding were interpolated 
to the RRA data levels using the equation 
P = PL exp 
- TvU + TvL 
and W = r* where T, = - 2 
r * + Z +  2 
B . 3 . 3  Density 
Rocket sonde density values were interpolated using the equation 
where W is specified in Section 111 .B .3.2. 
C. Computation of Statistical Parameters for Tables iI and 111 
The procedure used for computing the monthly and annual means, 
standard deviations, and skewness values from the data values at the 
RRA data levels was accomplished in three steps. Initially, certain sta- 
tistical sums were calculated and stored as the soundings in the data base 
were processed. These sums were then used to calculate the monthly 
statistics given in the RRA tables. The annual statistics were then cal- 
culated from these stored sums and the monthly statistics. 
C. 1. Storec .;tatistical Sums 
The sums which were calculated were 
where Q is any one of the quantities given in the thermodynamic part of 
the RRA. 
C .2. Calculation of the Monthly Statistics 
C .2.1. Monthly Means 
The mean monthly values of the thermodynamic RRA quantities 
were calculated using the equation 
where N is the number of observed values of the quantity Q for a Q 
given month. 
C .2.5 Monthly Standard Deviations 
The monthly standard deviations of the thermodynamic RRA quanti- 
ties were calculated using the equation 
C .2.3 Monthly Skewness Values 
The monthly skewness values of the wind speed and of the thermo- 
dynru~lic RRL quantities are calculated using the equation 
where M 3  is the third moment of the quantitl Q , a is  its standard Q deviation, and Q 
C .3. Calculation of the Annual Statistics 
Equations (63) and (64),  used to calculate the monthly values of the 
standard deviations and skewness values, involve taking the differences 
between two pairs of large sums containing Q**2 and Q**3, where Q is 
any thermodynamic RRA quantity. Using these equations to compute the 
annual statistics would have resulted in a substantial loss of precision, 
as these sums become larger by several orders of magnitude in such a 
case. This problem was avoided by calculatirig the annual means, stan- 
dard deviations, and skewness lralues from the monthly statistics. 
C. 3.1. Annual Mean Values 
The annual mean values of the thermodynamic R R A  quantities were 
calculated using the equation 
where GA is the total of all observed values of Q and N is  the total Q 
number of observations of Q. 
C.3.2. Annual Standard Deviations 
The annual standard deviations of the thermodynamic RRA quantities 
were calculated using the equation 
(65) 
where N = the number of data v ~ l u e s  for Q in month i ( i  = 1 to 12) Qi 
and Qi  = the monthly mean of Q and a = the standard deviation of Qi 
quanti+y Q in month i. 
C .3.3. Annual Skewness Values 
The annual skewness values of the thermodynamic RRA quantities 
are calculated using the equation 
where M = the third moment about the mean of quantity Q in month i 3Q 
and M = the annual third moment about the mean of the quantity Q. 3Q 
D. Derived Monthly Mean and Annual Mean Model Atmospheres 
A set of mcdeled monthly mean and annual mean hydrostatic values 
of pressure and density was calculated from the lowest R R A  data level 
( 0  km, mean sea level) upwards to 30 km, and from 30 km upwards to 
70 km. The integration from 0 to 30 km was computed independently of 
the integration from 30 to 70 km because of the difference in data sources. 
The two different values for 30 km are provided for comparison. When 
30 km data are required, the values given in the 0 to 30 km table should 
be used. These hydrostatically modeled mean values, which are given in 
Table IV, are useful as a check on the validity of the pressure and den- 
sity values given in Table 11. In most cases, the values in Tables I1 and 
IV for any given data level are within 1 percent of each other. The 
hydrostatic pressure vclues in Table IV were calculated using the equation 
where, H1 - H is  in meters and a "0" subscript refers to values at the 0 
RRA data level immediately below ths level being checked. p0 at the 
!owest data level i s  set equal to the RRA mean pressure; p l ,  calculated 
for the next highest data level, i s  taken as po for the level above that. 
This process is repeated for all the other R R A  data levels. The hydro- 
>,atic density corresponding to the hydrostatic pressures is calculated 
from these pressures and the RRA virtual temperature values using the 
formula 
where p H  and PH are the hydrostatic density and pressure shovn in 
Table IV of the R R A .  
E . Thermodynamic Quantities Derivable from the Basic Tables 
Several other quantities can be calculated from the statistics listed 
in Tables I 1  and 111. The equations given in this section can be used to 
calculate the approximate mean values of these quantities at each RRA 
data level. It is not possible to infer or  derive any information concerning 
the standard deviation or skewness values of these quantities from the 
data in  Tables I1 and I11 of the R R A .  
TABLE E. LIST OF PRIMARY PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 
Po = standard atmospheric pressure at sea level 5 
= 1.013250 x 10 ~ e w t o n l m ~  = 2116.22 lblft 2 
= standard atmospheric density at sea level 
= 1.2250 kglm3 = 0.076474 lblft3 
To = standard temperature at sea level = 288.15 K = 15. O°C = 59. O°F 
go = standard gravity at sea level at latitude 45O32'33" 
= 9. 80665 m l s  2 
s = Sbtherland's constant used in calculation of dynamic viscosity 
= 110.4 K 
TI = ice-point temperature at Po = 273.15 K 
3 = constant used in calculation of dynamic viscosity 
= 1.458 x kglsec m K 3 
= 7.3025 x l o e 7  lblsec ft R' 
y = ratio of specific heat of a i r  at constant pressure to specific 
heat of air at constant volume 
= 1 . 4  
C,, = mean effective collision diameter of air molecules 
= 3.65 x 10-lo m = 1.1975 x ft 
Na = Avogodro's constant 
= 6.022169 x mol = 2.73179 x 1 0 ~ ~ 1 l b  mol 
R *  = gas constant = 8.31432 Joulelmol K 
2 R' = gas constant for d r y  air = 2.8704 x 10 JouleJkg K 
M = molecular weight of dry air = 29.966 grnlmol 
> b 
E .l. Mean Air-Particle Speed 
The mean air particle speed, V ,  is the arithmetic average of the 
speeds of all air particles in the volume element being considered. For 
a valid average to occqlr, there must be a sufficient number of particles 
involved to represent mean conditions. The equation for "Vtt for dry air 
is : 
A computational form for dry air,  using tabulated values, is: 
where T is the temperature in degrees K from Table 11. Equation <69), 
when corrected for moist air, becomes: 
The computational form for moist air is: 
where Tv is the virtual temperature in degrees K from Table 111. 
E.  2. Mean Free Path 
The mean free path, L , i s  the mean value of the distance traveled 
by each neutral air particle, in a selected air parcel, between successive 
collisions with other particles in that parcel. A meaningful average 
requires that the selected parcel be large enough to contain a substantial 
number of particles. The equation for L is given by: 
where C, is the effective collision diameter of the mean air molecules. 
u 
The 1976 standard atmosphere value of 3.65 x 10-lo is valid for the range 
- - 
of altitudes in the RRA. 
A computational form for moist air, using tabulated values, is: 
L = 2.335 x (meters) , ( 74) 
where T is the temperature in degrees K from Table I1 and P is the 
pressure, in mb , from Table 11. 
A form of (73) to correct L for moist air is: 
The computational form for moist air is: 
T 
-7 v L = 2.3325 x 10 (meters) , 
where Tv is the virtual temperature in degrees K from Table I11 and P 
is the pressure in rnb from Table 11. 
E .3. Mean Collision Frequency 
The mean collision frequency Vc is considered to be the average 
speed of air particles contained in an air parcel divided by the mean free 
path of the particles inside that parcel. Computationally this is equiva- 
lent to : 
TO determine Vc for d r y  air, use V and L from equations (70) 
and (74). To determine Vc for moist air ,  use V and L from equa t io~s  
(72) and (76). 
E. 4. Speed of Sound 
The expression for the speed of sound, Cs, in dry air ,  in m j s  is 
To compute Cs for dry air from tabulated values, use: 
where T i s  the temperature in degrees K fmm Table 11. One form for the 
speed of sound in moist air is: 
where Tv  i s  the virtual temperature from Table 111. A computational 
form for moist air is :  
C s ' 1 4 . 0 1 8 5  x 1 0 2 T v  , ( m l s )  . 
E .5. Dynamic Coefficient of Viscosity 
The coefficient of dynamic viscosity, p , i s  defined as a coefficient 
of internal friction developed where gas regions move adjacent to each 
other at different velocities. The following expression i s  taken from the 
U.  S. Standard Atmosphere (1976) : 
The computational form is: 
IJ = 
(1.458 x loe6) T ~ ' ~  
T + 110.4 , (a) 
where T is temperature in  degrees K from Table 11. 
E .  6. Kinematic Coefficient of Viscosity 
The kinematic coefficient of viscosity, designated as n ,  is defined 
to be the ratio of the dynamic coefficient of viscxlsity of a gas to i ts  
density. or :  
The computational form is: 
where p is  the dynamic coefficient of viscosity from equation (83) and p 
is  the density in g m - 3  from Table 11. 
E .7. Coefficient of Thermal Conductivity 
The empirical expression used for the coefficient of thermal conduc- 
tivity, designated as Kt, is given in the 1976 Standard Atmosphere as : 
2.65019 x 10- 3 , T3/2 K = -  , (wattslm-deg K) 
T + 245.4 x 10-(12'T) 
where T is in degrees K ,  
E .8. Refractive Modulus and Refractive Index 
The refractive modulus or refractivity (Selby and McClatchey , 1975; 
Smith and Weintraub, 1953) is defined as N ,  where 
and n is the refrac+ive index. 
For microwave frequencies below approximately 30 GHz (equivalent 
to wavelengths above 1 cm) , N ,  the refractive modulus, is given by the 
empirical equation 
P N = 77.6 - + 3.73 x 10 (dimensionless) , 
=d 7 
where E and P are in millibars and T and Td are in degrees K. 
The following expression is  valid for the visible and infrared wave- 
lengths shorter than approximately 30 pm (0.03 m m ) .  
P N = 77.6 + 0.584 - TX dimensionless , ( 83) 
where X is the wavelength in microns and T is in degrees K .  
The expression for N for the wavelength from 0.03 mm to 1 c m  is 
an extremely complex function of wavelength. 
CHAPTER IV. CONCLUSIONS )',ID RECOhlMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
This document satisfies the technical objectives established for the 
Range Reference Atmosphere committee by the Range Commanders Council 
Meteorology Group. Upper air statistics and models for wind and thermo- 
dynamic quantities for the spedfic site have been derived in a consistent 
and uniform! manner which will be used in publications for all other 
assigned site locations. These Range Reference Atmospheres represent 
an improvement over the previously ~ubl ished Range Reference Atmos- 
pheres because of the availability of more ex te~s ive  upper air data bases 
and the adaptation of more advanced statistical techniques. A statistical 
measure of central tendency :ruean values) and a measure of dispersion 
(standard deviation with respect to the mean values) for monthly and 
annual reference periods have been tabulated for all variables in a con- 
sistent manner from data bases that have been edited and quality con- 
trolled in the same manner. Further, a statistical measure for symmetry 
(skewness coefficient which involves the third statistical moment) has 
been tabulated for all variables except the zonal and meridional wind 
components. Even with these improvements, the user of these Range 
Reference Atmospheresmust retwgnize certain limitations of the statistical 
tabulations. Namely: 
1) The wind profile structure with respect to altitude cannot be 
modeled from the RRA statistics because the inter-level and cross-level 
correlations were not computed. 
2) The profile structure with respect to altitude for any of the 
thermodynamic variables or a1.y quantities derivable from these va14ables 
cannot be modeled because the prerequisik correlaticlns were not computed. 
However, the profile of monthly and annual means for pressurz, virtual 
temperature, and density are in agreement (Table IV)  with the hydrostatic 
equation and the equation of state. 
The preceding limitations are cited to prevent s misuse of the RRAs. 
More extensive statistical tabulations were beyond the scope of this com- 
mittee's task. A s  greater insight is gained through uscge of these REAs, 
many adaptations of the statistical tabulations for specific engineering and 
scientific applications are envisioned. 
Recommendations 
It is recommended that the wind and thermodynamic statistical tabu- 
lations and attendant models contained in the R R A s  be used as a standard 
reference source, as may be appropriate, by the Rariges ~ . l d  Ra~lge users. 
It is further recommended that the respective Range Staff Meteorologist 
or respo~~sible agency staff member be consu:~ed for the applicability of 
the Range Reference At~nospheres for specific engineering applications. 
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CONVERSION Uh'ITS 
Physical Constants and Conversion Factors 
Numerical values in this document are given in the International 
System of Units (SI , Systhe  International d1Unit6s). The values in 
parentheses are equivalent U. S. Customary Units, which are English 
units adapted for use by t b  United States of America. The SI and U. S. 
Customary Units provided in Table F are those normally used for meesuring 
and reporting atmospheric data. 
By definition, the following fundamental conversion factors are exact: 
TKZE U. S. customary units Metric 
Length 1 U. S. yard (yd) 0.9144 meter (m) 
Mass 1 avoirdupois pound (Ib) 453.59237 gram (g) 
Time 1 second (s) 1 second (s) 
Temperature 1 degree Rankine (OR) 915 degree Kelvin (OK) 
To aid in the conversion of units, conversion factors based on the 
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TABLE 1-2. WIND STATISTICAL PARAMETERS 
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TABLE 1-9. WIND STATISTICAL PARAMETERS 
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TABLE III-6. MOISTURE RELATED STATISTICAL PARAMETERS 
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TABLE IV-8. HYDROSTATIC MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
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EXAMPLES O F  WIND STATISTICS FOR CAPE CANAVERAL FLORIDA 
Appendix A gives w m e  examples of graphical displays of wind statistics that can be derived from 
the sra:istical parameters presented in Table I. These illustrations should aid the user of the RRA in 
understand~ng the functional relatioriships of the probability wind models and, thus, develop an appre- 
ciation of the powerful properties of the Sivariate normal probability distribution function. 
All illustrations for this Appendix are derived from the five wind component s t a t i s t i d  parameters 
from Table 1. i  for Jmuary and Table 1.6 fol- July for eight selected altitudes. These selected altitudes 
are 4, 11, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70  km 
1.  Wind Speed (Figures A-1 through A-4) 
The five wind components from Table I are used as inputs t o  the generalized Rayleigh probability 
density function, equation (29). and then integrated as indicated by equation (30) to obtain the prob- 
ability distribution function for wind speed. The derived dirtribution functions for wind speed are shown 
in Figures .4-1 through A 4  on the normal probability scale. 
2. Frequency of Wind . Direction (Figures A-5 through A-20) 
The derived frequencies for wind direction shown in Figures A-5 through A-20 were obtained 
using the five wind component parameters from Tables 1.1 and 1.6 as input values in equation (35). 
The limits of integration (performed numerically) are over the 22.5degree interval for each of the 16 
compass points. These p p h s  give the percentage frequency that the wind will blow from the direction 
intervals. 
3. Mean k i n d  Components and 80th Interpercentile Range of Wind Components (Flgures A-21 through - 
c 3 6 )  
.- 
The wind component means with respect t o  any orthogonal axes are obtained by using the zonal 
and meridional mean wind components in equations (44) and (45). These component means form the 
circle shown in Figures A-2 through A-36. Further, the zonal and meridional wind component variances 
and correlation coefficients are used in equations (46) and (471 to obtain the variances with respect t o  
any orthogonal axes. These rotated component variances and the rutated component means are used in 
equation (8)  to  obtain the 80th interperceniile range of wind components and are then illustrated in 
Figures A-2 l through A-36. 
4. Probability Ellipses (Figures A-37 through A-5 2) 
Using the five wind component parameters from Tables 1.1 and 1.6 and p = 0.50, p = 0.95, and 
p = 0.99 as input values to equation (13). the wind probability ellipses shown in Figures A-37 through 
A-52 were obtained by computer graphics. The statistical inferences are, for example, that 50 percent 
of' tne wind vectors lie within the smaller ellipse and 99 percent of the wind vectors lie within the outer 
ellipse. These probability ellipses are illustrated using the standard meteorologic~l coordinate system 
explaiiied in Chapter I.B. 1 .  
105 
5. Conditional Wind S p d  Given the Wind Direction (Fyures A-53 through A-68) 
-..-- 
Ihe five wind component parameters from Table 1.1 and Table 1.6 are used to evaluate the con- 
di!.ioria. probability distribution function, equation (41). Interpolations of thc conditional function are 
made t : obtain the 5th. 15th. 50th (median), 85th. 95th, and 99th conditional percentile ralues of wind 
s x e d  given the  wind directions are as shown in Figures A-53 through A-68. The conditional mean 
u ind speed given the wind direction is obtained from equation (40). The conditional mode (most prob- 
aLk) w! xd speed given the wind direction is obtained from equation (38). The conditional mean wind 
speed and the conditional wind speed modal value given the wind dimtion are also shown in these 
f i r e r , .  For some fyures, the conditional wind speed values are invalid for the given wind direction near 
270 degrees (from the west). This is caused by the lack of computational precision in evaluating equa- 
tio1.s (40) and (41) when the arguments for the Gaussian probability distribution bave large negative 
valius. i-e., when the coefficients (b/a) become less than -4  in these equations. 
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APPENDIX B 
RANGE SPECIFIC INFORMATION AND THERMODYNAhlIC QUANTITIES FOR 
CAPE CANAVEML FLORIDA 
1. Range Specific Information 
To prevent furthcr character size reduction for Tables I through IV certain range specific informa- 
tion has been omitted. This important information is given in Table B- l .  
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2. Thermodynamic Quantities 
This section presents examples of further computations and graphicd rlisplays of pressure, density, 
and virtual temperature statistics that can be derived from the data given in Tiibler 'I, 111, and IV. No 
attempt is made to present complete nor exhaustive i l ' i~str~tions that can be n~;.le LO aid in visualizing 
the relationships that car, be made frqm the data in Tables I1 and IV. The choices 
are those which a i d d  the committee to v e r i f y  the reasonatleness of tht t-bulations. 
2.1 b4onthly Means from the Annual Mean 
The hydrostatic model values in Table IV are used to compute the monthly mean differences 
relative to the annual mean values of pressure, density, and virtual temperzture expresszd in percent and 
the monthly mean difference in virtual temperature for the annual mean virtual tempereture e:.pressed in 
deqees K. Examples of these four statistics are given in Tablc B-2 for ;anuary anti Table B-3 fo. Juiy. 
Graphical displays of r '  e four statistics contained in Tables B 2  and B-3 are shown in Figures 3-1 through 
B8. b.50 the relativc differences between the monthly mean values from Table IV-I !tirough IV-12 for 
all ~nooth:, from !he annual mean value: {Table IV-13) are i1i:lstrated in Figure B-5 tor pressure, i r ~  Figure 
E l 0  for density, and in Figure B11 f . r  virtual temperature. Tllr monthly mean virtual temperature 
diiferences from the an .!la1 mean virtlial tenipersture for all months is given m Figure B-13,. The simple 
sum of the monthly mean differences from the annual mean values of these quantities is not zero. This 
is because the annual mean statistical parameters are computed (see Section C of text) by weighting the 
monthly means by the number of observations in each month. 
2.2 Coefficients of Vax'ation and Derived Correlation Coefficients 
The coefficient of variation, CV, is defrned by the standard deviation with respect to  the mean 
divided by the mean. The coefficients of variation for pressure, CVP, and density, CVD, were com- 
puted using the standard deviations from Tabk I1 and the hydrostatic mean values from Table IV. The 
.:oefficien& of variation for t empen tw  uses t~kc standard deviztiocs of v1r2lal temperature from Table 
111 to the altitude where virtrtai temperature exists. Above this altitirde the stand- 
ard deviations of temperature are from Table 11. The mean values for virtual temper- 
ature to the altitude where it oxists and temperatures above :his altitude are taken 
from Table IV. No distinction is made in the table headjzgs in Table B-4 (Jan) and 
Table B-5 (Julv) and all related figures between virraal temperature and temperature. 
From the coefficients of variat:on for pressure, ead temperature (virtual tem- 
perature to the altitude where it exists), the correlation coefficients between these 
quantities are deriv,:d using Buell's method (see reference in text). The equations 
for these derived c~rrelation coefficients are: 
' f i e  correlation coefficients i l l  tables B-4 and B-5 are derived from the above equations. 
A test for the validity of the derived correlatian coefficients is that all three of t' following 
inequalities be satisfied. 
In these examples (Tables E4 and &5)  the numerical values from equation (B4) are all negative, hence, 
the derived correlaiion test is considered valid. The rare exceptions to this test for several RRAs occur 
at the extreme highest altitudes where sample sizes for the statistical sample are small. 
The statistical parameters from Table B 4  (Jan~ary) and Table B 5  (July) are illustrated in Figures 
8 1 4  t t~ough B-16. 
For a l l  months t h e  CVP v a l u e s  a r e  shown i n  F igure  B-17, t h e  CVD v a l u e s  a r e  
shown i n  F igure  B-18, and C,,T v a l u e s  a r e  shown i n  F igure  B-19. I f  t h e  absc;.ssa on 
t h e  f i g u r e s  f o r  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t  of v a r i a t i o n  is m u l t i p l i e d  by 100, t h e s e  f i g u r e s  
would show t h e  percentage of 'he random d i s p e r s i o n  of  t h e s e  q u a n t i t i e s  o v e r  t h e  
month wi tn  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  monthly mearl f o r  t h e s e  thermodynamic q u a n t i t i e s .  
The derived correlation coefficients for all morlths are illustrated in the following figures: 
a) Figure B-20 gives r(P,D). 
b) Figure B 2  1 gives r(P,T). 
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